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I. INTRODUCTION

Globalization of intellectual property, a process of global integration,
has been increasing rapidly since the Green Revolution of the 1 960s.
Ideas that are fonned on one side of the world can be the foundations of
products manufactured hundreds of thousands of miles away.
International trade has increased due to globalization, but while the world
is moving towards trade liberalization, protection of intellectual property
is restricting the movement of technology across national borders.

The implementation of the Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS) agreement in 1995 has potentially large effects on world trade in
general, and on developing country production and exports in particular.
Less developed countries (LOCs) are at an economic disadvantage in the
trade negotiations and are now suffering from a high negative net balance
in intellectual property (IP) sensitive goods, having only an insignificant
share of world patents. Moreover, developed countries have in many
instances patented knowledge that was developed in LOCs, resulting in a
loss of LOCs opportunities for innovation and potential export. This has
been made possible under national and international intellectual property
protection legislation, which recognize only private ownership while
ignoring proprietary rights for any knowledge that was owned and devel-
oped by a community.' This has particularly been the case in the agricul-
tural sector and the international seed market. This strict form of protec-
tion also prevents production of generic imitations, resulting in higher
input costs that get passed on as higher prices to consumers. The tradi-
tional dependence of LOCs on imports from developed countries is
heightened by the new agreement, which raises concerns of inaccessibil-
ity to medicines, loss of employment as well as a host of other negative
impacts that have spurred new discussions about TRIPS.

Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) are patents, trade-
marks and copyrights that grant exclusive rights to creators of new infor-
mation to sell their new product.2 Intellectual property protection, fonner-

I Drahos, P. 2000. "Indigenou." knowledge, intellectual pro~rty and biopir¥:Y: Is a global bio-col.

lecting society the answer?" Europe~n Intellectual Properly Review. 22(6): 245-250.
2 Mask.~ K.E. 1995. "Intellectual Property Rights and the Uruguay Rowtd..' In International
Economics and International Economk. Poli"y: A Reader. ~ Edition, 69-84. P. King. ed. New

Yorlc: McGraw Hill, Inc.
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ty administered by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO),
was an issue on the agenda of the multilateral trade negotiations of the
Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)
in 1994. After the closing of the Uruguay Round, the TRIPS agreement
carne into force on January 1st, 1995.3 The next year, WIPO joined with
the World Trade Organimtion to implement the TRIPS agreemenl4 This
paper will provide background of the GATT agreements, and a descrip-
tion of the TRIPS agreement. Also, the effects on trade for developed and
less developing countries will be identified and the implications dis-
cussed. Finally, this paper will address potential future implications of the
agreement and what can be expected from the, next round of negotiations
in Doha, Qatar.

II. BACKGROUND

The original 1947 GATf agreement makes little mention of intellec-
tual proJx:rty (IP), but IP has ~e a highly contentious issue over the
past 20 years.s The Green Revolution of the 1960s emerged as a solution
to the potential starvation of an increasing JX>pulation base, combining
advanced technologies with the development of new agricultural vari-
eties. Technology transfer from developed countries was initially cast as
the means for development of LOCs by significantly enhancing the pr0-
duction of food in these less developed nations.6 More recently, howev-
er, developed countries arc lobbying for strict protection of their technol-
ogy so that domestic companies may internalize the benefits from its
worldwide use. During the Tokyo Round in 1979, IP protection was
brought to the table as an approach to prevent trade in counterfeit goods.
During the 1980s, the large expansion in world trade inc~ the imJX>r-
lance of intellectual property rights (IPRs) as firms shifted their focus
towards exJX>rts and towards direct invesbnent in foreign production facil-
ities using protected IP technology. Other firms sold or licensed rights to
foreign producers. The Uruguay Round brought TRIPS to the forefront
as a result of developed country concerns over JX>tentially lost reven~
due to piracy of their nationally protected technology!
- -- -
3 Dermaoovic, A. 1m. '"The W<WId Trade ()rpni7:aIm." Review ojl1/lenlQliorkl/ Affairs,
5~IO82-IO83): 8-14.
4 Mell«, M.N. 2001. "Pri~ipIes of ~Iity n ~ other t.sics foc a global patent sys-

tem." .JoI.7KJ/ ~dJe Pt#ent awl T~ Office Sot:ieIy. May. 83(5): 359-373.
5 Bronckers, M. 1994. "The impacts of TRIPS: Intell«hJa1 property IXuteclion in Ik'feloping
COWItries." Common Jlarket!.oM' Review. 31 D: 1245-1281.
6 Aoki, K. 1998. "Neocokxtialism, 8J1(~ iX1JPeIt)'. n biopir-=y in die (rn-so-mve) ~
wtXId onIer or international intellel;tuaI property procection." IfkJimNI Journal of Global L"'8Ql

Sh«iies, fall. «I): II-58.
7 Mask\B, K.E. 1995. "Intellectual Property ~ aIxt die Uruguay ROtBKI." In I~
£,c()rWHP,ics aM Imematiotkll &'QfKJnric Policy: A Healer, 2nd Editioo. 69-84. P. King, ed. New
y~: McCiraw Hill. Inc,
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The issue of strengthening and hannonjzing national intellectual
property legislation is controversial. Developed countries that are tech-
nology exporters tend to support increased international protection of
intellectual property.s Unequal protection has the potential of reducing
revenue due to illegal piracy or copying of patented products. Developed
countries saw low or inadequate IP protection as a barrier to export
because of the displacement of exports by local piracy products. The
LDC's tolerance for local pirates was justified in consideration of the
small contribution that IP has made towards their overall economic
growth, and India took the position that imitation was necessary in order
to enhance their strategic trading position.9 However, because many
LDCs have not been required to pay the original creator royalties to repr0-
duce the technology locally, the developed country industries have gener-
ally not been motivated to invest in LDCs.IO Technology-importing coun-
tries (mostly LDCs), by contrast, are generally opposed to strict IP protec-
tion because of the increased prices of locally produced products that
result from the higher costs of importing new, technology-intensive capi-
tal.11

Despite this divergence of opinion, an agreement was reached at the
Uruguay Round owing mainly to the capitulation of the LDCs in the face
of potential inward foreign direct investment and technology transfer and
concern that developed countries would treat piracy as an actionable
unfair b'OOe practice. 12 Perhaps most importantly, LDCs did not want to

risk losing the increased access to the markets of the developed countries,
since reducing barriers to LDC exports (particularly in tent1S of agricul-
tural tariffs and subsidies) was a linked area of negotiation due to the "sin-
gle package" quality of the Uruguay Round agreement Unlike previous
rounds, the Uruguay Round agreement had to be accepted in its entirety
or not at all; members were unable to accept parts of the comprehensive
agreement while rejecting others.13

~

8 Maskus, K.E. Icm. "In~llecnIaI Property:"ln Completing the L'rugJ«ly RolRki, 164-179. JJ.

Schott, cd. New York: McGraw Hill, Inc.
9 ~ S.M. 1998. ~1~11nMIe;nJ erIIeIBing genetic regIJJaICKy regima. ft lDW IRwi

Policy in /ntemotiolkll Bu.rif¥SS, Spins, 29: 415-450.
10 BroI.:ket's. M. I~. "The ~ of TRIPS: Intellectual property protection in dev~

~ft C(JIff/JKJtI.'*rietLawReview, 31 D: 1245-1281.
II Maskus. K.E. 1~5. "Intellecnal Property Rigtus and the UnlglaY Room" In IntenKItiO1KlJ
&otx>mics imd Intemaliooo/ EctJIX>mit.. Policy: A Reader, 2nd Edition, 69-84. P. King. ed. New
York: McGraw Hill, Inc.
12 Mask\8, K.E. Icm. ~Intellectual Property:" In Completing the Urugua;.' RoUlki, 164-179. J.J.

ScikXt. ed. New YIWk: ~kGraw Hil~ II¥:.
13 Sarma. L. 1999. "8iopir-=y: T-.jeIh cenI18Y imperialism in the fmn of illlanalu.J agJee-
ments.ft Temple Internatioml and Comparative LaI'-' Journal. 13(1): 107-136.
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III. THE TRIPS AGREEMENT

The result of the TRIPS negotiations involves giving each other's
nationals protection of all intellectual property that can be categorized as
any of the following types: 14

-Copyright and related rights
- Trademarks

-Patents
-Geographical indications
-Industrial designs
-Layout designs (topographies) of integrated circuits
-Undisclosed information (including trade secrets)

Minimum required standards are based on existing international conven-
tions (i.e. the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property,
the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works)
and enforcement instructions available to the private right-holder have
been developed for each of these fields.15

Least developed countries (including 47 countries) were accorded a
transitional an-angement that allows an eleven-year period before they are
required to apply the provisions of the TRIPS agreement. This transition-
al period may be extended at their request Also, patent applications may
be filed in LDCs for new pharmaceutical and agrochemical inventions
made within the first ten years after the transitional period is over.
However, patent protection will be granted only after the ten year period
is over and will last for the remainder of the patent term starting from the
filing date. This compromise was made to address the pressure from the
United States to protect phannaceutical products already invented but not
yet on the market, and the desire of many LDCs to defer patentability of
pharmaceutics in avoidance of higher input and consumer costs. In addi-
tion to the transitional agreement. other provisions providing flexibility
for least developed countries were included. Other LDCs were given a
five-year transitional period. but were not given the preferential treatment
that was accorded to the least developed countries.16 The inclusion of
these an-angements in the TRIPS agreement suggests that there are still
doubts as to whether IP protection promotes economic development in
LDCs.

14 ~kers, M. 1994. "The impects of TRIPS: Intellectual JXupeny proCcction in developing

cOImbies:' Common Market I..lw Rev/eM', 31 D: 1245.1281.
IS Eil1lxJrn. T. I~. "The imJa"t oflhe WTO ~ on TRIPS on EC law: A chaJ~."

Common ArJorket Law Review, 35: 1~Q.lcm.
16 B~kers. M. 1994. '111e impectsofTRIPS: IntellecnaJ ~ ~ in developing
countries:' Common Market I..lw Re\'ieM'. 31 D: 1245-1281.
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Unfortunately, the inherent differences between developed countries
and LDCs have been ignored by the TRIPS agreement. While the agree-
ment promotes IP protection a5 a means for LDCs to benefit from an
increased inflow of cost-reducing technologies developed in the North,
there is much concern that these technologies are not suited to most devel-
oping countries. For instance, it is often argued that the technological and
economic push initiated during the Green Revolution in the 1960s has
escalated into a pamdigm that replaces biodiversity with homogeneity (in
forestry, agriculture and livestock husbarKiry) and biological products
with expensive technological inputs. The majority of the world's biodi-
versity is concentrated in LDCs due to their tropical locations and, as
such, the ecological integrity of these countries is the most threatened by
intrusions of technologies that are not tailored to their fragile ecosys-
temS.17 Due to their high ecological heterogeneity, LDCs are not part of
the developed country's (DCs) production system that is typified by ec0-
logical homogeneity, few people, large investment, high production, high
export and high profit generation. 18 Compared to this system. LDCs are

typically victims of low production security because they cannot produce
at economies of scale. In other words, they are producing higher up on
their long run average cost curve (LRAC) relative to production in devel-
oped countries (see Figure I), and their primary product export markets
are severely threatened by the global shift towards low-cost, mass-pro-
duction technologies and mono-culture based production.

The severity of this threat can be best explained by the ecological het-
erogeneity of tropical forests, which prevents large-scale, capital-inten-
sive production of crops. 19 However, reasons for concern are not limited

to the physical environment; the economic integrity of the LDCs has also
been weakened by the TRIPS agreement of the Uruguay Round. As
mentioned above, LDCs are facing higher input costs and are being
robbed of trade opportunities due to biopatents that are owned predomi-
nantly by developed countries, which have approximately 800/0 to 9(YJ/o of
the world's intellectual property rights (IPRs).2o Thus, the questionable
projection of LDC gains in foreign investment or technology transfer are
likely to be offset by the growing dominance of developed country trade
in agriculture, pharmaceuticals, and other IP intensive products that offer
the most significant opportunities for growth and development.

17 Shiva, VaI.J.n8. 1997. Blopirocy: 77w pIuntkr oflkJt/ln' am bwJwieJge. T~: 8eIween die
Li~.
18 Sinha, S.K.'" Sahai, S. 1999. "Biooiversity arxI bj«ec/uX)iogy: Ethical issues in deve~ing
c~ ~ pp. 157-100 in Btol«hlWJ/~ BiosafetJ; a1k/ BioJi\~ity: Xientijk aIki Ethical ISSlC

.for .\'ustainable Development. S. Shantharam arxI J .F. Montgomery, eds. Enfield, New Hampshi~:
Scie..:e Publishers, lIx:.
19 Gu-. A.K. 1999. "EIhM:aI dilemmas in the I:OOSCnIa1DI ofbWiversity.~ pp. 91-128 in
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Figure 1: Production Along the l~ong Run Average
Cost Curw

IV. IMPORTANCE OF IP IN TRADE

Intellectual property rights are a key detenninant of world trade pat-
terns and are, as illustrated by the high value of goods and services that
are sensitive to IPRs, important for growth in national incomes.
Predominantly it is the developed countries that rely heavily on IPR-relat-
ed trade. In 1989, the IPR-related imports and exports of the United
States made up 17.8% and 16.1 % of the total merchandise imports and
exports respectively. Some LDCs are also dependent on IPR-sensitive
goods. For example, IPR-sensitive goods composed 13.1% of Brazil's
total exports.21 However, it is important to recognize that developed
countries are still more likely to have high exports of IPR-related goods
relative to LDCs (see Table I). Developed countries display the highest
level of patent applications and grants, holding over 800/0 of the patents in
LDCs (external applications).23 The United States has a very high and
growing level of external patent applications as shown in Figure 2. In
contrast, LDCs control only a modest share of world patents (see Figure

3).

Biotechnology, Biosafety. and Biodiversity: Scientific and Ethical Issues for Sustainable
Development. S. Shantharam and J.F. Montgomery, cds. Enfield, New Hampshire: Science

PubiishefS. Inc.
20 Hogendom, J.S. 1996. kTechnology. factor proportions. and dualism." Ch. 8 in Economic

Development. 3M Edition. New York: Harper Collins College Publishers, Inc.
21 Mask~ K.E. 1995. "Intellectual Property Rights and the Urug1IaY Round." In International
Economics and International Economic Policy: A Reader. 21.1 Edition. 69-84. P. King, ed. New

York: MC(iraw Hill. Inc.
22 OECD. 1m. Basic .S'cie1k:e and Techn%gl! .~atistics. Paris: DECO Publieations.
23 HogendOrrl, J.S. 1996. "Technology. factor proportions, and dualism." Ch. 8 in Economic

Development. 3Rt Edition. New York: Harper Collins College PublishefS. Inc.
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FIGURE 2: NAflONAL AND EXTERNAL PATENT APPUCAflONS (1980-1998)
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Royalties and license fees for the use of technology is another meas-
ure of trade in IPR-related goods. The technology trade heavily favours
the United States as the world's largest recipient of payments. while the
economically weaker countries import more than they export. In Table 2,
the technology trade before and after the TRIPS agreement is compared
for selected OECD countries. Spain, the economically weakest of the
selected counbies, has a negative balance, implying that LDCs will like-
Iy face extremely high royalty payments in the advent of a hannonized
intellectual property regime. Also, as illustrated in Figure 4, the techno-
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FIGlJRE 3: PATENTS GRANTF.D TO SELECTED DE\'ELOPED AND LESS

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES (1999-2000)25
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24 Bronckers. M. 1994. "The imlXlCts of TRIPS: Intellectual property protect1Ol1 m l1eVeIopmg

countries." Com- ,\-Jarket Law Review, 31 D: 1245-1281.
25 -' 200 I. Special repon ~Patents and the poor: The right to good ideas.» 71Ie~,

June 23, 359 (8227): 21-23.
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logical balance of payments of the United States has increased drastically
for the past twenty years. In contrast, Spain's balance has remained effec-
tively constant near zero. UnfortW1ately, the balance for less developed
countries is even smaller than this, and will likely remain negative.

Countries with strong exports and high, increasing inflows of royalty
and license payments (high technology trade balance) are naturally
expected to support very strict IPR protection in order to increase nation-
al receipts. Their exports of innovative products will continue to increase
with stronger IPRs. In contrast, countries that are dependent on imports
are in favour of weaker protection to promote availability and affordabil-
ity of products, and imitation of foreign goods and technologies.24

Studies by Chin and Grossman (1988) and Deardoff (1992) examin-
ing the welfare effects of increased protection have concluded that even
though global trade and IP protection increases efficiency by reducing
overlap in the types of technologies produced, the LDCs could incur sig-
nificant losses in the long-run as they are more likely to be allocated to the
production of low-skill, low value-added goods. In fact, some scholars
have recommended that the poorest of LDCs should be exempted from
any agreements to expand IP protection under GAlT because they could
not be expected to benefit. Even with enhance IPRs, LDCs are not like-
ly to see any increases in technology transfers or foreign direct investment
(FDI). Technology transfers are often low due to the patent-holder's pref-
erence to continue profiting directly through exports and subsidiaries.
Also, the resources available for local research and development in LDCs
would be reduced due to higher costs of importing and licensing the
required technologies. It is often argued that increased IP protection may
decrease the reluctance of firms to transfer technology to LDCs because
they can secure quick cost recovery by distributing to a wider market.
However, the increase of technology transfer is not guaranteed, and
increasing property rights in developing countries could lead to further
trade imbalances and abusive practices that restrain LOC competitive-
ness.27 Similarly, evidence for a positive relationship between FDI flows
and IP protection is largely inconclusive. For example, Thailand has yet
to see any change in FDI or technology transfer in their pharmaceutical
industry since the strengthening of their domestic intellectual property
institutions. The shareholders in Thailand's pharmaceutical industry are
predominantly Thai while the foreign share amounted to approximately
3% of the total in 1998, down from 15% in 1992, indicating that very lit-
tle FDI is flowing into this industry}8
26 OECD. 1999. Basic Science and Te.'hnologv Statistics. Pans: OECD Publications.

27 C~ C .M. 2(XX). Intellectual Properly Rights. the WTO and Developing Countries. New

York: Zed Books Ltd.
28 SupakankWlti, S.; Janjaroen, W.5.; Tangpi1ao. 0.; Ratanawijitt3Sin, S.; Kraipomsaic, P.; and

Pradithavanij, P, 200 I. "Impact of die World TnKIe Organimtioo Agreement 00 die phannaceutical

indUStrY in Thailand:' Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 79(5): 461-470.
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Developed countries support TRIPS as protection fi'Om piracy of their
goods. The United States has accused the LDCs of being responsible for
an annual loss of $202 million in tenns of lost royalty payments due to
pirncy of agricultural chemicals alone, and an OOditional $250 billion for
phannaceuticals. A U.S. Department of Commerce survey administered
to U.S. companies resulted in an estimate of$23.8 billion loss per year for
all products due to inadequate IP protection?9

However, these estimates ignore the contributions of indigenous
communities in the LDCs that are responsible for much of the knowledge
and for protecting the natural resources that are absorbed by companies in
the North and later patented. According to the Rural Advancement
Foundation International, if the traditional knowledge and efforts con-
tributed by the people in LDCs were included. the U.S. would owe these
countries in excess of $300 million in agriculture royalties and $5.1 bil-
lion in phannaceuticals. A popular example of the ways in which indige-
nous knowledge has contributed to the patenting of commercialized prod-
ucts is the case of the neem tree (Azarichdita indica), a tree native to India
that has traditionally been used for centuries as a biopesticide and herbal
medicine. The local communities have been the custodians of the neem
trees and have used their traditional ecological knowledge to protect and
use neem. Since 1985, dozens of patents have been taken out by U.S. and
Japanese finns even though several Indian cottage industries have been
using and selling similar neem products for the past half-century.JO In the
case of the neern b'ee, estimates revealed that neem prod0ct5 could be
worth over $50 million per year.3! This revenue and the potential export
of neem products are no longer accessible to India due to IPRs.

The resulting loss of potential export revenue is also occurring in
many other LDCs, and external development and patenting of new uses
for endemic species is preventing the originating country fi'Om receiving
any of the benefits. The rosy periwinkle (Catharanthus ro.~eus), a plant
endemic to Mada~~.ar, is used by the Eli Lilly phannaceutical company
to produce cancer treabnents. As a result, it is estimated that Madaga~-ar
had lost $88 million annual profit, and could potentially lose the plant
itself since it grows in a severely stressed ecosystem and without any por-
tion of the returns being funneled back into the country there are no incen-
tives for its conservation.32 On the global scale, it is estimated that leads
29 ShiV&, V8rkIana. 1997. Biopiracy: 77Je pllINkr of nahDT aIki kmwledge. Toronto: Between the

Lines.
30 ShiV&, VIVK\ana. 1997. Biopirocy: 77Je pllINkr of1lQ1un? aIki bxJWledge. Toromo: ~ d1e
L~
31 Burrows, Beth. 200 I. ..~ elhK:.s aIxI spin.M In Rerksigning Lifc.? 11k;' worfdlt'ltk c/Q-
lenge to genetic engi1leering. B. Tokar, ed. Montreal and Kingston: McGill~n's Univ=ity
Press.
32 Doney, M.K- 2001. "Shams, sham8I5 arxI the ~ia1izaioo of~ooiversity.M In
Redesignitrg Life? 77w worldwide ciklilenge to generic engitk'ering. B. Tokar. ed. MootreaJ arMi

Ki~: McGil~'s University ~.
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on medicinal plan~ from indigenous communities contribute $43 billion
to the world market.33

The °pJX>rtunity cost of the lost JX>tential exJX>11s is legitimized by the
compensation offered by the [innS that are granted the patent In 1991,
Merck & Co. Pharmaceuticals made an agreement with the National
Biodive~ity Institute of Costa Rica (INBio), a small conservation organ-
ization. providing Merck & Co. with unrestricted righ~ to the plant sam-
ples gathered from the Costa Rican rain forest parks. In exchange, INBio
was given a two-year budget of $1,135,000 and royalties on resulting
produc~ that would be reinvested in the conservation prognuns of the
Costa Rican government.34 In practice, INBio is unilaterally setting the
JX>tential for domestic innovation and development of new produc~ from
the rain forest. The phannaceutical company has a much larger research
budget and witt be granted the majority of biopaten~ that result from
research in the Costa Rican rain forest. The compensation. while indicat-
ing the existence of an opportunity cost for giving away the righ~ to plant
samples, is inadequate when compared to the potential phannaceutical
discoveries. Furthermore, the compensation does not reach those who
deserve it because the TRIPS b'eaty recognizes IPRs only as private, not
common. righ~. Therefore, the deals are made between companies and
organizations, which may not represent the people using and developing
the resources being sold. In Costa Rica. the people living within or near
the national parks were ignored in the deal and were not guaranteed ben-
efi~.35 Also, the neighbouring countries that share biodive~ity with
Costa Rica are uncompensated for lost °pJX>rtunities for development of
new products since they are not equipped to compete with Merck's
research.36

Patenting technology also means that patent holde~ can. by restrict-
ing the scale of global production. raise the price of their product in order
to secure monopoly rents. Thus increased protection of IP has effective-
ly increased cos~ of inputs into production, and thereby hindering domes-
tic production and exports from LOCs (figure 5). The price of seeds for
the aforementioned example of the neem tree has increased from 300

JJ Shiva, VaIxIana. 2001. ~BiopinM:Y: The dteft ofkoowiedgl: n ~ ~ In RI!de"igning

Life? 77k' wor/dIt'itk challenge 10 genetic engineering. B. Tokar. ed. Montreal and King.'ilon:
McGiII-Queen's Univenity Press.
J4 [bsey. M.K. 2001. "SImms, shamans and dte <XXnmen:ializaIioo ofbilxli~ty." In
Redesigning Life? IN ~/dwitk challenge 10 ~netic engineering. B. Tot.. cd. M~ n
Kin8StOfi: McGill-Q~'s Univenity Press.
JS Shiv&. Vandana. 1997. Biopiruc.y: 77k' plunder of nature and knowledge. Toronto: Between the

Li~

36 [bsey, M.K. 2001. "Sham'i. ~ and the commen:iali2aIioo ofbiOOi~ity.~ In
Redesigning Life? 77k' worldwide challenge 10 generic engineering. B. Tokar. ed. Montreal and
~ McGiU~'s Uni~ity Press.
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FIG li RE 5: [NCREA.~ED COSTS AND THEIR EFFEcrs ON COJ\fJ\IODITY PRICE

FIGURE 5A: ELASllC DEMAND FI(;URE 58: iNELASTIC DEJ\~~

rupees per ton to 4000 rupees per ton. Because the industry can afford
higher prices than the local fanner, they have been successfully diverting
the raw material seed away from the community and gradually the com-
panies that hold the patents are controlling all of the access, production
and trade related to neem}7 The increased price of patented hybrid agri-
cultural seed has increased the input cost of fanning from 300 rupees per
acre to 3230 rupees per acre, associated with a decrease in return from
2900 rupees per acre to 370 rupees per acre. In general, fanners' income
declines and eventually the fanners become displaced and unemployed
because they are unable to absorb the costs. The result is the increased
dependence of LDCs on imports, heightening the economic vulnerability
ofLDCs because they have been robbed of their self-provisioning capac-
ities}8

Prices of consumer products have also increased with the new TRIPS
agreement. Goods that are demand inelastic, such as phannaceuticals, are
subject to much higher prices due to the steeper demand curve (See Figure
5b). Prior to the WTO Agreements, many countries including India,
China, Brazil, Malaysia, Argentina, Egypt and Canada, had either exclud-
ed phannaceuticals from their patent systems or only allowed process
patents. As a result, local companies were able to use different processes
to make affordable versions available to the country. India was able to
make essential drugs, such as Naproxen and Salbutamol, within four to

37 Aoki. K. 1998. "Neocolonialism. anticommons property. and biopiracy in the (not-so-brave)

new world order of international intelle.:tuaI property protection." IndimJU Journal of Global Legal

Studie.s. fall. 6( I): II-58.

38 Shiva. Vandana. 1997. 8iopirOC}': 11Ie plunder of nature and knowledge. Toronto: Between the

I.ines.
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six years after their introduction to the international market. Since the
new TRIPS agreement, prices for patented drugs have increased by up to
75%. India has witnessed a 51% increase while Argentina was subjected
to a 71 % increase in 1995, the year of the TRIPS agreement implementa-
tion}9 In addition, the long patent duration (20 years) allows the monop-
oly to sell drugs at high prices for longer periods of time.4o LDCs are
forced to import the medicines from the developed countries, where drug
production is concentrated. A study of the Jordanian pharmaceutical
industry predicts the increase of medicinal imports to replace the reduced
local production and consequently redoced exports.41

The unaffordable prices often associated with patented products
encourage LDCs to consider other options. For a short period following
the TRIPs agreement, greater counterfeiting and product imitation is
ex~ted. China has produced a higher level of counterfeit prodocts since
the TRIPS agreement due to the timely simplification of production tech-
niques in the mid-1990s and the high costs of patented technology.
According to State Administration for Industry and Commerce, seizures
of counterfeit goods have increased nearly 500/0 between 1997 and 1998.
This increase is indicative of the growing market for counterfeit goods
and the empowerment of Public Security Bureaus to investigate counter-
feit aIlegations.42 However, with intensified pressures to strengthen IP
protection, imitation and counterfeit product exports is not a viable long-
run alternative. Countries that are having difficulties with the high costs
and prices will have to pursue other options that are permitted under the
TRIPS agreement and these will further affect world trade patterns. These
options include: I) contractual licensing; 2) compulsory licensing; and 3)
parallel imports.

Governments are permitted to control anti-competitive practices by
contractual licensing, creating competition in the market to drive down
the price for the expensive goods such as patented drugs.43 Compulsory
licensing empowers a government to instruct a patent holder to license out
the right to use its patent. Therefore, the licensed party can manufacture
the prodoct and sell it as a generic substitute while paying a royalty to the

--
39Mina, Z. 1 m. MWfO'TRIPs, tA-liIn...:euticais aOO health: Impads aOO SInItegies."

DeveJopmem, 42(4): 92-97.
40 SupakankunIi. S.; Janj8OerI, W.S.; T~. 0.; Raaanawijitrasin, S.; KJaipomsak. P.; aOO
Pradithavanij, P. 2001. ~I~ of the Wood Trade ()rp1i2a1i1x1 A~ on die phanna:Nic:a1
industry in Thailand." Bulletin Qfti¥ World Health OIganizaJlon. 79(5): 461-470.
41 C~ C.M 2IXXJ. ItrteJJecc-tl«1l Property RlghLY. ti¥ Jf7'Omw/ Developing Countries. New
York: Zed Books Lid.
42 CI3rk, D. Ztm. ",r riP proCa;tion will improv~ in Chim - cventually," 1M China 8",'-

RetJiew. 27(3): 22-29.

43 M"itza, Z. 1999. "WTOfTRIPs, pharmaceuticals aOO health: Impads and StnItegies.~

~.42(4):92-97.
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original patent holder. This creates competition for the drug and drives
the price down. This strategy could reduce drug prices by 95% or more,
lowering the value of imported drugs and strengthening the domestic mar-
ket.44 Parallel imports are imports from one country and unauthorized
resale in another. The buyer can then search for the lowest world price.
This strategy in particular will affect the import pattern of LDCs because
they will purchase their drugs from the U.S. and other industrialized coun-

tries that have lower prices.45
Given the major challenges faced by developing countries, the level

of flexibility and provision of alternatives within the TRIPS framework
need to be considered. Most LDCs cannot afford to be excluded from the
current international trade agreements, and therefore the strengthening of
domestic IPRs seems inevitable. However, this does not mean that devel-
oping country needs must be continually undermined in the process.

V. THE DOHA QATAR ROUND

The TRIPS agreement is far from perfect. The proposed rules under-
mine the significance of the high input costs that many LDCs face under
a rigid system of IP protection. and they threaten to increase the depend-
ence of many developing countries on imports developed in the North.
Moreover, the global patenting of technology will likely lead to unafford-
able consumer prices in the South, particularly for pharmaceuticals.
However, current negotiations represent some hope that this oversight
will be mended. In November of2001. a new round in Doha, Qatar dis-
cussing the TRIPS agreement and public health was initiated to address
concerns of the LDCs. The discussions have centred on health issues and
the inaccessibility of essential medicines for LDCs. The new round rec-
ognizes several main issues around which the negotiations will take

place:46
- The importance of medicine to the countries suffering from epi

demics;- The need for the TRIPS agreement to be used to address health

problems;- The importance of IP protection for medical developments;
- The concerns about the effects of lP protection on prices;
-The importance of flexible interpretation and implementation of
the TRIPS agreement to protect public health including compulso
ry licences, and exceptions for national health emergencies;

44 Weissman, R. 2001. "Facilitating access to essential medicines." Foreign Po/i!.'}' in Focus,

M~h,6:1-4.
45 Weissman, R. 2001. "Facilitating access to essential medicines." Foreign Po/icy in Focus,

March, 6:1-4.
46 WTO. 2001. "Doha WTO Ministerial 2001: TRIPS.~ Retrieved on FebniaJY 6dt, 2002.
<hnp:/ /www. ~to.org/engiish/thewto_e/minist_e/minO I_e/mindecl_trips _e.hun> .
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-The need for a solution to the lack of pharmaceutical manufactur
ing capacities in LDCs and subsequent difficulties in applying
compulsory licensing; and
- The reaffinnation of the commitment of developed countries to
promote and encourage technology transfer to LDCs.

The future of the TRIPS agreement is also being negotiated, providing an
opportunity for review of many of the undue economic and social strains
imposed on LDCs. Developed countries have imposed a self-serving sys-
tem of IP protection to prevent counterfeiting of their technology, thereby
preventing LDCs from implementing their own systems that are appropri-
ate to their individual situations. The developed countries' exports of
patented goods will continue to grow at the expense ofLDC's indigenous
knowledge base and products, making LDCs more dependent on expen-
sive imports of technology and products. Hopefully, the Doha, Qatar
Round will bring not only flexibility, but also adaptability to the TRIPS
agreement so that all sides will benefit The continued negotiations are
necessary for the modification. improvement. and equality ofinternation-
al trade in intellectual property.
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